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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Detect privilege and 
sensitive information

Accelerate  
review

Evaluate the quality and 
composition of productions

What is Matter Analytics?
Matter Analytics is a Relativity-integrated solution to assist you in creating efficiencies and managing workflow.

H5 Matter Analytics
Know more faster with results-driven analytics

UNCOVER DOCUMENT RELATIONSHIPS
• Streamline review by identifying email thread 

relationships using advanced algorithms to improve  
the efficacy of threading relationships when compared  
to traditional solutions.

• Group similar documents for faster review with flexible 
near-duplicate identification combined with Relativity’s  
document compare tool to identify differences. 

• Reduce volume by identifying exact content duplicates 
that may contain only formatting differences which  
traditionally cause hash differences during processing. 

ADVANCED ANALYTICS FOR 
PRIVILEGE REVIEW
• Automatically identify law firms and legal concepts. 

• Tag and tier potentially privileged data, create privilege 
reasons, and detect potential privilege waivers using 
customizable rules. 

• Automatically exclude detected disclaimers and 
boilerplate language.

• Tackle lawyer name variations with advanced name 
normalization technology. 

• Eliminate duplicate content, clearly identify where lawyers 
and third parties enter and exit conversations, and enable 
nuanced coding decisions with our email thread viewer.

PERSONAL DATA DETECTION
• Quickly analyze data sets for categories of personally 

identifiable information (PII) to assist in understanding  
the sensitive data characteristics. 

• Identify document and form types that often contain PII, 
such as IRS forms and resumes. 

• Prioritize identified documents in tiers based on the 
likelihood of PII, organized by PII data type.

METADATA MADE ACTIONABLE
• Streamline reviews by quickly identifying mass  

email communications. 

• Focus case preparation research on narrower  
bands of communication, such as 1:1 emails. 

• Simplify search activity and privilege log creation  
by normalizing names in a data population. 

• Set aside or exclude signature images, embedded 
objects, and other heavily duplicative content.

• Remediate data populations with missing or incomplete 
metadata, such as inbound productions or scanned 
documents, by auto-detecting and populating email 
metadata fields.

H5 is now Lighthouse 
H5 is now Lighthouse, which strengthens our ability to modernize the ediscovery and information governance space with  
a technology-first focus, meet accelerated demand for technologies and services that span the entire client data life cycle, 
and fully embrace the rapid shifts to cloud and hybrid environments. 

For more details, visit: https://www.lighthouseglobal.com/news-events/lighthouse-completes-acquisition-of-h5
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